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Onstage
2018-2019 Season
A few years ago, the Department of Theater committed to changing what it produced each season, putting a focus
on producing work by underrepresented voices and/or putting a
more diverse group of performers and theater-makers onstage. Redefining how one approaches one’s season, even when it’s a laudable goal like this one, means there will be a period of redefining
and adjustment of one’s audience, and we saw that as our audiences
and revenues dipped in the first part of this decade. As we have remained firm in our commitment and let our work speak for itself,
reputation and audiences have grown accordingly.
We are continuing to find ways to collaborate on campus, whether that’s our students using the College of Humanities and Fine
Arts NYPOP space to mount a production in New York or the Department joining forces with the Fine Arts Center and Music and
Dance to celebrate the ending of one successful season and the exciting slate of performances coming up in the next one.
Significantly, we see our work finding results in the Baltimore project, which is a collaboration with the Office
of Equity and Inclusion and Campus Life and Student
Affairs. This spring, the office sponsored a presentation
of selected scenes from the play by Kirsten Greenidge,
followed by conversations about issues raised in the
play: racism on campus, as well as representation and
privilege. In the fall, those same offices are funding a
fully-mounted production of the show, with post-show
discussions planned, that will be marketed specifically to
encourage first-year students to participate, although the
entire campus and wider community are involved too.
In addition to the important intangibles, the Department
of Theater was a textbook illustration of how improving
“path to sale” can pay off. We worked with the Fine Arts
An extensive season preview by the Valley Advocate’s Center, which handles our advance box office needs, to
theater writer Chris Rohman began our season on improve the way its website lists us. The result was significantly improved ticket sales, especially at the beginan auspicious note.
ning of the season, but carrying through the entire year.
One of our favorite audience stories from the year is the Hadley Council On Aging. The organization sent a van
of seniors to our student matinee of Infants of the Spring last year, and they have become enthusiastic repeat customers, attending all three student matinees we offered this school year and inquiring early about what we had
planned for the following season. They’re a small group, but their embrace of our work is a microcosm of the way
our productions have found an enthusiastic audience throughout the valley.
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Box Office
FY19				
THE SHOW		
SPACE
Snowflakes		
Rand
Snowflakes Matinee Rand
What of The Night
Curtain
Wild Thing		
Rand
Wild Thing Matinee Rand
Play Lab		
Rand
Sweat			
Curtain
Sweat Matinee		
Curtain
SUBTOTAL 				
LESS 9.2%				
TOTAL 				

EST # 		
$5,000.00
$750.00
$2,500.00
$6,000.00
$750.00
$1,500.00
$2,500.00
$$19,000.00
$1,748.00
$17,252.00

ACTUAL
$7,445.95
$645.00
$2,744.97
$4,488.32
$535.00
$1,605.33
$2,602.70
$330.00
$20,397.27
$1,876.55
$18,520.72

+/$2,445.95
$(105.00)
$244.97
$(1,511.68)
$(215.00)
$105.33
$102.70
$330.00
$1,397.27
$128.55
$1,268.72

AUDIENCE TALLY
FY 19			
THE SHOW			TOTAL
REVENUE
COMPS
Snowflakes 			1456		82%		18%
Snowflakes Matinee 		
142		
What Of The Night 		633		75%		25%
Wild Thing 			909		76%		24%
Wild Thing Matinee 		
120		
New Plab Lab 			
435		
80%		
20%
Sweat 				633		
Sweat Matinee 		61		72%		28%
SUBTOTAL AUDIENCE
4569		77%		23%
Season Kick-Off		
180*		
Mrs. Smith			103*		
Baltimore 			
200*, ++		
TOTAL AUDIENCE		4872										
*Free ticketed event
++Estimated, no full data available
We had several free events this year; all three had an important audience-building component, with the Kick-Off
and Baltimore in particular offering us an opportunity to reach out to audiences ahead of events we are selling
tickets for.
In years past, we found that a high percentage of our audience was comped. Concerned about the effect on our
box office revenue, we asked students and faculty to be mindful about giving away tickets more strategically, and
they have responded. They have taken that challenge and we have seen a significant drop in complimentary tickets
requests. Since 2014-2015, we have dropped from 39% to 23% of comp tickets as a percentage of the total ticket
tickets — while still gaining audiences and revenue.
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Notes about our 2018-2019 productions
Below, read press about our season as it was original marketed, followed with notes in italics about noteworthy elements about each production as it was presented in our season.
UMass Theater offers a gutsy season that takes artistic risks!
We’re excited! Over the past few seasons, our focus has been on exploring new works and crafting original takes on
classics, sparking vital conversations among artists and audiences alike as we build our community.
The 2018-2019 season connects us as theater-makers and -experiencers not just in the present day, but with others throughout time. Whether they live
in the past, present, or future, the characters in our upcoming plays grapple with
the same issues that matter to us today,
on this campus and in this valley, in ways
that clarify our own perspectives and
spark reflection.
We hope you come travel through time
with us in the 2018-2019 season!

SEASON KICK-OFF
CELEBRATION
Oct. 2 at 5:30
The Rand Theater
FREE and OPEN to all

Curious to understand how all of our productions make sense within the bigger arc
Actors Ethan Blake, Sabine Jacques and Isaiah Michael Grace of a season? Join us October 2 for our secshare a moment at the reception after participating in our season ond annual Kick-Off Celebration, where
Kick-Off. Below, Lucas La Guardia reprised his role as The Curtain we’ll serve up an amuse-bouche of theatfrom The Lily’s Revenge for our Kick-Off. Photo by Carolyn Brown. rical experiences to whet your appetite for
what’s to come. Give us 45 minutes, and
we’ll show you a season. Followed by a reception, and free and open to all!
Production notes: Welcoming audiences
into our space for a glimpse of coming attractions worked well last year, so we decided to try it again this year. Last-minute
violent rainstorm notwithstanding, we
welcomed 180 people into our space for a
briskly-paced, light-hearted introduction
to the theater artists who would be gracing
our stage in the coming season. Two students capably emceed the event, we offered
a look at scenic elements from the previous
season to highlight some of the work done
5

Snowflakes’ design team was charged with creating a futuristic look for this dystopic satire about a
time when white people are nearly extinct, featuring “artifacts” of white culture. Scenic designer was
MFA candidate Xinyuan Li, lighting designer was undergraduate Erin McDevitt, and costume designer
was MFA candidate Emma Hollows. Photo by Carolyn Brown.

by our talented scenic and design folks, and we sold tickets and subscriptions to excited patrons.

SNOWFLAKES

Directed by Gabriel Harrell
Oct. 25, 26, 27, Nov. 1, 2, 3 at 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 3 at 2 p.m.
School Matinee Oct. 31 at 10 a.m.
The Rand Theater
We start our season funny, with Dustin Chinn’s pointed, futuristic comedy Snowflakes, or Rare White People. In
Nueva New York in the 23rd Century, a cadre of nearly-extinct white hipsters escape the museum exhibit in which
they live, bringing a perilous level of Caucasity to the rest of society. We’re thrilled for a second opportunity to
engage with Chinn’s sly, hysterical commentary, which we first encountered in last year’s Play Lab.
Production notes: Snowflakes was the professional playwright submission in the previous year’s Play Lab, and it had
such positive audience reaction that we decided to mount a full production to open the fall season. The name recognition and excitement of our audiences meant a blockbuster opening to the season. It was an opportunity to start
important conversations, as well —post-show Q&As led by dramaturg Tatiana Godfrey engaged directly with the
questions of appropriation and racism in our culture that are raised in the play.
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WHAT OF THE
NIGHT?
By María Irene
Fornés
Directed by Vishnupad Barve
Nov. 29 & 30, Dec. 1,
5, 6, 7, 8 at 7:30 p.m.
| Dec. 8 at 2 p.m.
The Curtain Theater

This production is a
cycle of four linked
short plays by María
Irene Fornés, one
of our greatest and
most
influential
playwrights.
She
presents a thrillingly
dangerous dystopian
vision that spans 60 Papers fly on the set of What of the Night?, María Irene Fornes’ vision of economic
years, tracking an apocalypse and violence. The production was sold out for its entire run. Photo by
extended family of Carolyn Brown.
desperate characters
whose lives are intertwined as they try to eke out a precarious living in the city’s violent underground. This Pulitzer
Prize-nominated play is Fornes’ incisive exploration of the human hunger for survival by any means.
This event is part of Celebrando Fornés/Celebrating Fornés, a year-long effort to raise awareness of Fornés’ legacy
and her impact on American theater.
Production notes: With What of the Night? we paid tribute to one of the country’s pre-eminent playwrights, María
Irene Fornés, who passed away shortly before we opened our show. In addition to the production, which sold out every
night, we offered a free screening of The Rest I Make Up, a film by Michelle Memran about her friendship with Fornés.

MRS. SMITH AT UMASS
Feb. 1 at 7:30 p.m.
Curtain Theater

Socialite... Cat lover... Guitar Hero.
Kidnapped from her Upper East Side penthouse and held for ransom by a Norwegian
death metal band, Mrs. Smith suffered the Stockholm Syndrome granting her extraordinary musical abilities. She uses her mad guitar skillz and vocal stylings to express the
grief and rage she feels over the disappearance of her beloved cat Carlyle. Why aren’t you
helping find him??
Mrs. Smith at UMass was made possible in part by a grant from the UMass Arts Council.

Mrs. Smith

Production notes: Mrs. Smith, a socialite guitar hero, is the alter ego of alumnus David Hanbury ‘83. Hanbury/Smith
came to give an acting workshop to our students, followed by a jam-packed performance that drew people from as far
away as Providence, RI.
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WILD THING

By Luis Vélez de Guevara,
translated by Harley Erdman
Directed by Gina Kaufmann
Feb. 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23 at
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 23 at 2 p.m.
School Matinee Feb. 15 at 10
a.m.
The Rand Theater
The original script of Wild
Thing was written in 1613 by
Luis Vélez de Guevara, yet
it confronts gender in a way
that feels astonishingly ofthe-moment. Gila, a peasant
girl who calls herself a man,
Undergraduate scenic designer Sean Sanford created the set for Wild Thing,
furiously rejects the rules set which ended on this stunning image of lead character Gila walking into the
out for her, preferring the light. Among the challenges of the El Paso trip was figuring out how to replilife of a fierce warrior outlaw cate this effect in a different theater. The festival schedule meant there was
over subjugation to a hus- only minimal time to construct and integrate the necessary technical elements
band and society. Join us for into the performance, so cast, creative team, and technical crew worked hard
this first-ever English-lan- to pull everything together in the theater. Top photo by Derek Fowles, bottom
guage production of an ex- photo by Josh Glenn-Kayden.
traordinary and constantly
surprising play that has everything from slapstick
comedy to intense drama.
Production notes: Harley Erdman has specialized in
finding undiscovered and undervalued Spanish-language plays by or about women for some time, and
we were pleased to mount his latest discovery. In accordance with the world-premiere English-language
production of the play, we invited scholar Margaret
Boyle of Bowdoin College, to speak on the importance and historical and cultural context of the work.
This production also marked a valuable opportunity
for our student cast and design team, as the piece traveled to the Siglo de Oro Festival at Chamizal National Memorial, on the border between Mexico and the United States. A group of two dozen traveled to present the festival’s only
English-language production, the first time since 2009 for a UMass Amherst production to come to the festival and the
first time these students had traveled a production such distances. The all-hands-on-deck tech had everyone putting
their 110 training to good use as the set and lighting had to be set up and teched in a matter of only a few hours.
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UMASS NEW PLAY LAB

Swimming Lessons by Jared Sarnie and Shazeb Meraj
Director: Erin Eggers
Dramaturg: Tatiana Godfrey
March 21, 29, 30 at 7:30 p.m.
March 23 at 2 p.m.
Come My Beloved by Emma Weinstein
Director: Josh Glenn-Kayden
Dramaturg: Shaila Schmidt
March 22, 23, 28 at 7:30 p.m.
March 30 at 2 p.m.
The Rand Theater
Play development is the heart of American theater, and UMass New
Play Lab is our contribution to keeping that heartbeat strong. Each
year, the team in charge of this project puts its own spin on things,
and we can’t wait to see how this year’s group will innovate to bring us
the best and brightest upcoming writers. Last year, in addition to producing work by a brilliant professional playwright, we brought student
work to the stage to resounding acclaim. We’re doing the same this year,
and we’re wildly curious to see how this year’s artists will innovate to
Play Lab’s poster was created by MFA bring us the best and brightest new plays.
student and producer Shaila Schmidt

The play by a professional playwright for 2018-2019 was Come My Beloved by Emma Weinstein, a new play about race, intimacy, and Detroit, Michigan. The play chronicles a Friday night
in the lives of three generations of Black and Jewish couples, based on one real family. Through glimpses into the lives
of these three couples, Come My Beloved explores the downfall and resurgence of one of America’s most important
cities and the vastly different trajectories of two communities within it. This year’s undergrad play was Swimming
Lessons by Jared Sarnie and Shazeb Meraj. Swimming Lessons follows Yusuf and Josephine, both interning with a
brilliant surgeon at a Boston hospital. Together they navigate the issues on all of our minds: politics, cultural differences, childhood, dreams, fears, and what exactly is the best way to avoid an old friend who’s become a SoundCloud
rapper. (Spoiler alert: There’s no way to avoid SoundCloud rappers.)
Production notes: For the second year, we offered a slot to students; this time, it was taken by a pair who aren’t theater
majors, which offered us a chance to bring new people into the fold. Both plays were directed by first-year MFA directing students, offering them a chance to put their work before our audiences for the first time.

WORD! FESTIVAL
April 4 at 7:30 p.m.
New Africa House

Presented by MOSAIC, the Five College Multicultural Theater Committee, this annual festival offers student playwrights of color an opportunity to showcase new works. Students whose plays are chosen will workshop them with
UMass Theater’s Playwright in Residence Nia Witherspoon, and will present them in staged readings.
Production Notes: This year, UMass Theater had the privilege of hosting the Word! Festival, which celebrates the voices
and perspectives of student playwrights of color in the Five Colleges with mentorship as they craft their work and a
staged reading of excerpts. This event offered us a chance to bring people into the New Africa House’s newly-renovated
basement theater space, which has become a valuable addition to the roster of performance spaces on campus and a
great connecting point in our relationship with the Afro-American Studies Department.
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SWEAT

By Lynn Nottage
Directed by Gilbert McCauley
April 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13 at 7:30 p.m. | April 13 at 2 p.m.
School matinee April 10 at 10 a.m.
Created through interviews with the citizens of Reading, PA, Lynn Nottage’s Pulitzer Prize-winning Sweat deftly
and unflinchingly examines the complicated ways race, class, and gender intersect in a struggling factory town.
Nottage’s well-drawn characters stir us to think about how we overlook what hate can look like and how close it is
to us, until we are forced to confront it.
Production notes: Sweat offered our community another important tool through which to understand the many fractures in American society, and judging by the fact that the production sold out well in advance of opening, it was something our audience members were hungry for. We even offered a student matinee (rarely done with Curtain shows)
that was equally packed to the rafters. We celebrated the work of Lynn Nottage, the Pulitzer-winning playwright, with
a free reading of excerpts of her work.

First-year graduate scenic design student Calypso Michelet designed Sweat’s massive bar interior set piece.
For the pivotal fight that caps the growing tensions among the characters, we were thrilled to work with
Ryan Winkles, Shakespeare & Co. company member and fight choreographer (who also created fight
chororegraphy for Wild Thing earlier in our season). Photo by Derek Fowles.
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BALTIMORE

By Kirsten Greenidge
Directed by Josh Glenn-Kayden
April 17, 18, 24, 25 — 7:30 p.m. | April 27 — 2 p.m.
New Africa House
Join us for a play that sparks a timely conversation.
When a racist incident divides her first-year students, reluctant resident advisor
Shelby finds herself in the middle of a conversation she does not want to have.
As pressure to address the issue mounts from residents, the new dean, and even
her best friend, Shelby must decide if she will enter the fray or watch her community come apart at the seams. Sharp, funny, and searing, Baltimore is about
racism on college campuses and how we learn to talk to each other.
April 17-27, the play will be presented to the community in an abridged format. The event, which is free and open to all, will consist of the performance,
followed immediately by a conversation about the issues raised. While the racist incident in the play is different in scope than some of those experienced in
our community recently, we hope that the event creates a space for community
members to talk productively with each other.

Student photographer Mehroz Kapadia took the photos for our Baltimore poster,
which is intended to spread
the word campus-wide about
the excerpted performances This workshop is a collaboration with the Office for Equity & Incluthis spring, leading into the sion and Student Affairs & Campus Life.
full production this fall.

Production notes: There have been a number of racist incidents on the UMass
campus over the course of the school year, mirroring the racial tension and cultural fissures in the rest of the country.
When Baltimore was proposed for the 2019-2020 season, it was quickly recognized as an opportunity for the campus
community to find a way to talk about some of the flashpoint issues in a constructive way. In order to start spreading
word about the project, we mounted an abridged, minimally-staged version of the play, followed by conversations
about the subject matter. The performances were well-attended and offered us strong ideas for how to proceed come
fall.
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Student Work Series
We talk about our season, singular, but in some ways, that isn’t an accurate portrayal of what goes down in the
department during the school year.
Our mainstage season gets a lot of notice as an artistic work and as a lynchpin of our teaching, but we also have a
Student Works Series that serves not only as an opportunity for our students to pursue their specific passions, but
as a venue where they can put into practice the artistic and practical skills we’ve sought to impart to them. Student
works can come from undergraduates (majors and minors, now) as well as graduate students, can be mounted in
our spaces or elsewhere on campus and off.
Students who decide to produce a student work typically consult with our general manager, Willow Cohen, and
production manager, Julie Fife, to help book a space, talk through logistics, and figure out funding (many apply
for grants or pursue crowd-funding), and may also consult with PR director Anna-Maria Goossens and work with
other faculty and staff mentors.
That said, the actual work of the productions, from writing the grants, to figuring out a build schedule for scenery,
to running rehearsals, is in their hands. This year’s projects included:
• staged readings performed with minimal production design, a la The Revolutionists, directed by graduate student Erin Eggers
• traditionally-mounted plays and musicals such as end-of-year productions Red and Next to Normal, helmed
by undergraduate teams
• original devised works like Gira
• non-traditional work like the Echo Chamber sound installation
It’s also worth noting that over the years, original works first developed as part of the Student Work Series have gone on to further
development and performances, notably Dysfunctioning Just Fine
and Queer and Now, both of which went on to be performed in
New York.

QUEER AND NOW: SINK OR SWIM

QUEER & NOW is a devised physical theater project that fuses
drag, lip syncing, choreography, and gender play to create an evening of celebration and protest. Sync or Swim is the second installment of the series, combining ancient world mythologies with contemporary pop music to create a tapestry of our impending new
queer world. From fresh takes on Mami Wata and Demeter, to Narcissus and the Selkies, QUEER & NOW: Sync or Swim embraces
our possible future through queering the past.
Dec. 6 & 7 @ 7:30, Dec. 7 & 8 at 10:00
UMass Fine Arts Center Arts Bridge, Room 434
and
April 4-6
NYPOP, New York City

Queer and Now traveled to NYPOP in New
York this April, the culmination of two
years of development by creator Garrett
This event was made possible (in part) by grants from the UMass Arts Sager and his cast. Photo courtesy of GarCouncil and the Commonwealth Honors College.
rett Sager
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RED

by John Logan
Directed by Kayla Theresa Marshall
and Kevin Lundstrom
Fine Arts Center Room 204
Thursday April 18th @ 7pm
Friday, April 19th @ 7pm
Master abstract expressionist Mark
Rothko has just landed the biggest
commission in the history of modern art, a series of murals for New
York’s famed Four Seasons Restaurant. In the two fascinating years
that follow, Rothko works feverishly with his young assistant, Ken, in
his studio on the Bowery. But when
Ken gains the confidence to chal- Red was produced in 204 by a group of undergraduate major and
lenge him, Rothko faces the ago- minor students. Photo courtesy of Terrance Peters
nizing possibility that his crowning
achievement could also become his undoing. Raw and provocative, RED is a searing portrait of an artist’s ambition
and vulnerability as he tries to create a definitive work for an extraordinary setting.

GIRA

created by Lucas La Guardia
Fine Arts Center Room 204
April 26 @ 8:30pm
April 27 @ 7:30pm and 9:00pm.
GIRA! is a ritualistic performance that uses dance, music, and storytelling to tell the story of the Orixás, the deities
celebrated in Umbanda - a religion rooted in West-African Yoruba cosmology.
GIRA! is an invitation to embark in a journey of self-discovery and community building. Umbanda is a communal
practice by nature and we hope to dismantle the separation between audience and performers by inviting you into
our ritual.

BARE

Book by JON HARTMERE and DAMON INTRABARTOLO
Music by DAMON INTRABARTOLO
Lyrics by JON HARTMERE
Friday, April 26th at 6:00pm
Saturday, April 27th at 12:00pm and 8:00pm
UMass Amherst Curtain Theater — 151 Presidents Drive, Amherst, MA 01003
Bare is presented through special arrangement with and all authorized performance materials are supplied by
Theatrical Rights Worldwide, 1180 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 640, New York, NY 10036. www.theatricalrights.
com
This program made possible (in part) by UMass Arts Council.
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THE REVOLUTIONISTS

UMass Amherst FAC 204
Monday, April 29th @ 7:30pm.
This is an enhanced staged reading.
Directed by ERIN NICOLE EGGERS
Featuring: MAEGAN CLEARWOOD as Charlotte Cordray
JACQUI DUPRÉ as Olympe de Gouges
TATIANA GODFREY as Marianne Angelle
MICHAELA KELLY as Marie Antoinette
A reading. A song. A guillotine.
Four beautiful, badass women lose their heads in this irreverent, girl-powered comedy set during the French Revolution’s Reign of Terror.

EVEN IF WE DON’T KNOW IT NOW

A new performance text by choreographer/ filmmaker/ omni-artist Wendy Woodson, directed by Gabriel Harrell
April 28th at 8pm in Webster Hall, studio 3, at Amherst College.
The performance, a workshopping of Woodson’s layered new text, asks Thespis to step back into the circular swirl
of his communal roots while addressing themes of companionship, mortality and the intricacies and contradictions of Woodson’s idiosyncratic artistic process.
Harrell’s treatment mines a rich tapestry of surprising visuals, at times operating in concert with the text and in
other moments creating a peculiar friction, as the visual and textual narratives seem to move in contradictory directions. The result is a form of visual/ textual polyrhythm demanding a brand of active audience engagement not
commonly called for.
text by Wendy Woodson
direction by Gabriel Harrell
performance by Clare Sommah, MarHadoo Jones, Hudson Maeve Smith and Callum Pommeroi LaFrance
review by Merceid Duval

PERFORMANCE NIGHT SERIES

Vishnupad Barve as a part of PERFORMANCE NIGHT SERIES is collaborating with Nima Nikakhlagh to perform an action responding to the recent arrest of artists on UMASS Campus.
Date: Tuesday, 30th April 2019
Venue: Studio Art Building Leg gallery
Time: 7:30 pm
Artist performing as a part of series: Avery Forbes, Bibian Medkova, Chaehee Yoon, Yuan Pham, Chenda Cope,
Nima Nikakhlagh, Vishnupad Barve

NEXT TO NORMAL

Music by Tom Kitt
Book and Lyrics by Brian Yorkey
May 4th at 1:30pm and 7:30pm
May 5th at 1:30pm.
Next to Normal follows Diana Goodman, wife and mother, diagnosed with bipolar depression after a traumatic
event. Next to Normal is presented through special arrangement with Music Theatre International (MTI). All authorized performance materials are also supplied by MTI, 423 West 55th Street, New York, NY 10019
This show is made possible in part by the UMass Arts Council.
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Next to Normal was produced by undergraduate Brennan Stefanik, who also performed in the production.
Fellow producer Sean Sanford (Bare) also acted in Next to Normal. Photo courtesy of Brennan Stefanik

ECHO CHAMBER

An interactive sound installation about living with anxiety & panic, created and conceived by Alexander Blaustein
PREVIEW: May 3, 5-10 p.m.
May 5, 11-9
Fine Arts Center Room 204
This work was made possible by a generous grant from the UMass Arts Council.
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Preview: 2018-2019 Season
BALTIMORE

by Kirsten Greenidge
Directed by Josh Glenn-Kayden
Rand Theater
Oct. 10, 11, 16, 17 and 19 at 7:30, Oct. 12 and 19 at 2, Oct. 16 at 10, Oct. 18 at 4
Sharp and funny, Baltimore is a timely dramedy set on a college campus not unlike ours. When a racist incident
divides her first-year students, Black resident advisor Shelby becomes the reluctant sounding board for upset
friends, I’m-not-a-racist-but apologists, and people who just want everyone to get along. As pressure to address
the controversy mounts, Shelby must decide if she will enter the fray or watch her community come apart at the
seams. After each performance, we’ll gather with undergraduate moderators for small-group conversations about
creating positive change.
Presented in collaboration with the Office of Equity and Inclusion and Student Affairs and Campus Life.

THE BACCHAE

by Euripides
Directed by Judyie Al-Bilali
Curtain Theater
Nov. 7, 8, 9, 14, 15 and 16 at 7:30, Nov. 13 at 10, Nov. 16 at 2
Ecstatic dance and music fuel political uprising in Soyinka’s adaptation of Euripides’ classic play about a god and
the despot who attempts to control him. When autocratic King Pentheus of Thebes imprisons Dionysus, the god
of wine, fertility, and theater, he unleashes a frenzied revolt among the women of the city, driving them to the
mountains and to madness. Gender, sexuality, and identity become transgressive, visceral expressions of protest
among Dionysus and his followers, the Bacchantes, linking a mythical past to the art and creativity that power
revolutionary change today.

UMASS NEW PLAY LAB

Slate of plays to be decided
Produced by Bianca Morrison-Dillard, Maegan Clearwood, Tatiana Godfrey, and Josh Glenn-Kayden
Directed by Josh Glenn-Kayden
Curtain Theater
Feb. 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22 at 7:30, Feb. 15 and 22 at 2 p.m.
With Play Lab, UMass Theater throws out the old script and welcomes the new. We are proud to be part of the
national movement to present a vibrantly diverse range of experiences on stage through cutting-edge works from
up and coming theater makers. Play Lab is a venue for playwrights to experiment, for directors and dramaturgs to
collaborate on shaping new work, for actors to bring intriguing characters to life, and for audiences to help shape
the work through their reactions.

THE WATER STATION (Mizu no eki)

by Ōta Shōgo
Directed by Vishnupad Barve
Rand Theater
Feb. 27, 28, 29, March 4, 5, 6, 7 at 7:30, March 7 at 2
In this installment of the avant-garde, internationally-influential Station trilogy, refugees visit and drink, wash,
fight, and love at a water station. No words are spoken in this work, but much is communicated in a space transformed by water, light, movement, and sound. We tease out meaning from subtle gesture and the interactions of
the characters as their lives brush up against each other, and we glimpse our shared understanding and deeper
16

connection to the living universe.

MR. BURNS: A POST-ELECTRIC PLAY

by Anne Washburn
Songs by Michael Friedman
Directed by Erin Eggers
Curtain Theater
April 9, 10, 16, 17, 18 at 7:30, April 11 and 18 at 2, April 15 at 10
In Anne Washburn’s darkly funny, grandly operatic Mr. Burns, survivors of a nuclear apocalypse may not have
much, but they have Bart Simpson, Sideshow Bob, and Gilbert and Sullivan. Gathered around a campfire, they
piece together the plot of a “Simpsons” episode from memory. It’s the first moment of a people establishing a culture through storytelling, and we sing and laugh along as this mainstay of classic television, mashed up with songs
and contemporary memes, becomes the foundation of a new mythology and artistic tradition.
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Our Programs
The Undergraduate Program —
Year one offering the minor
Despite a culture in which the humanities have lost ground in popularity, the theater major and minor are doing
well. We have 158 majors and 22 minors — great numbers, particularly considering that the minor is a brand-new
program just launched this year.
When we discussed creating a minor, we worried that the minor would siphon off potential majors, but as our
major numbers are also at a high, that fear has not been realized. The minor has become an opportunity for more
students to get involved with the department, and we look forward to the number continuing to climb.
In addition to those students who officially join the fold, we welcome BDIC students and serve hundreds through
our gen ed courses and the many courses open to non-majors.
Faculty and students continue to be our ambasssadors for our programs. Undergraduate Program Director Gil
McCauley and faculty member Anya Klepikov represented the department at prospective student open houses
— now called Destination Days — while administrative assistant Bethany Sherwood and student members of the
Undergraduate Advisory Council gave dozens of tours over the course of the school year.
The Minor program came about after comments students made during Community Meeting. This weekly gathering offers students frequently get the chance to talk about subjects that are important to them, a time to talk about
how to navigate busy times of year, opportunities to interact with alumni and ask about their careers, or chances to
explore difficult issues that have arisen on campus. We anticipate continuing Community Meeting next year, with
a similar mix of meeting topics.

The class of 2019. Photo by Anna-Maria Goossens
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Multicultural Theater Certificate
The Multicultural Theater Certificate has grown each year since its inception, and Dr. Priscilla Page, the program’s
director, awarded eight certificates this year, the highest number yet, including one to a student from Amherst College.
The program numbers 22 in all, including non-majors as well as three Hampshire College students.
See our grants section for an article about how Dr. Priscilla In the past three years, I have begun integrating artist
interview projects in Theater 597D: Multicultural Theater Practice, a dramaturgy course offered to upper-division
undergraduate students and graduate students. It also serves as the culminating course for the Multicultural Theater certificate.
We examine African and African American plays with a focus on research and analysis using post-colonial literary
theory as one lens to study this body of work. The students also conduct research on contemporary artists whose
work fits within a multicultural theater framework and then interview those artists as a significant component of
their classwork. With their interviews, students contribute to a digital archive of oral histories featuring artists of
color who have often been rendered invisible by mainstream theater critics and scholars. Students learn oral history techniques through online readings and assignments and then apply those lessons to their projects.
In the first two years that I included this assignment, students conducted interviews outside of class time and then
created presentations for the end of semester symposium. In 2016, the presentations were held in the Department
of Theater while in 2017, we hosted a public event at Five Colleges, Inc. The goals for this assignment are multi-faceted with an emphasis on putting theater students in direct contact with working artists who can provide insight
into the joys and challenges of choosing to be a theater artist in our society. The interviews focus on sources of
inspiration, creative process, and advice on entering the profession. Students also learn the value of oral histories
and the importance of circulating critical and creative cultural products about these artists in order to fill gap in
knowledge about the important work of artists of color today. Over the last three years, students have created
documentary films, public presentations, program notes, and published articles based on their interviews in this
course.
In Spring 2019, I received the Feinberg Innovation grant to teach in the Feinberg classroom in the Engineering
Lab and to support nine guest sessions, (eight artists and one expert). I invited nationally-recognized artists for
members of my class to interview via teleconferencing. In our sessions, students selected which artist they wanted
to interview and then thoroughly prepared in advance by conducting research and scripting questions. There were
twelve students in class who mostly worked in pairs (two students conducted interviews alone) and I conducted
one interview. Lastly, I gave each team the challenge to interact with the interview material and create publishable
articles, videos and/or audio recordings to share with the public.
The artists interviewed in Spring 2019 semester included:
• Josefina Baez, New York-based Dominican writer and performance artist
• This bilingual interview, conducted by Elena Igartuburu Garcia (Comparative Literature grad student) and Jenny Gutiérrez (Hampshire College), will be published by the Dominican Writers Association, in advance the conference celebrating Josefina Baez.
• Liza Jessie Peterson, playwright and poet
• Nia Witherspoon, Artist-in-Residence at UMASS Amherst and playwright/performer
• Jane Bunnett and Maqueque, international, all-women, improvised jazz ensemble
I partnered with the Latinx Cultural Center and the Magic Triangle Jazz Series for this bilingual interview.
• Courtney Flores, California-based, Latina costume designer
• Monica Palacios, Chicana writer, performer, and self-proclaimed hip chick
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•
•
•

Diep Tran, senior editor of American Theatre magazine and host of Token Theatre Friends,
This interview, conducted by Maegan C. Clearwood and Hannah Jones (Hampshire College), will be
published in the Journal of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, Fall 2019.
Will Power, Hip Hop theater pioneer, playwright, and poet
Glenn Siegel, local Jazz concert producer and radio DJ with 30 years of interview experience gave a
lecture on interview techniques.

In 2017 and 2018, students interviewed the following artists:
Judyie Al-Bilali, Ifa Bayeza, Djola Branner, Sonya Clark, Sanaz Ghajar, Terry Jenoure, Will McAdams, Gilbert McCauley, Rebecca Martinez, Kimberlee Perez, Ntozake Shange, Mei Ann Teo, Nicole A. Watson, and Talvin Wilks.
Certificate student My Hyunh created a 30-minute documentary film about Mei Ann Teo titled Practicing New
Understanding and screened it on campus in the Yuri Kochiyama Cultural Center on campus. MFA Director Jen
Onopa published her interview with Sanaz Ghajar, Rebecca Martinez, and Nicole A. Watson in an essay titled,
“Shaping the Future of the Directing Field” for Howlround in February 2018. Multicultural Theater Certificate
student Janet Wangoe published her interview with MFA Alum Ifa Bayeza in the dramaturgy program for our
production of Infants of the Spring in 2018. Sabrina Victor, theater alum and certificate student, presented research
on Black Acting methods and utilized her interview with Ntozake Shange as well as conversations with Professor
Judyie Al-Bilali for her presentation at the Honors College symposium in Spring 2018. Sabine Jacques created a
film titled Sis, How’d You Get There? And screened it in New Africa House (Spring 2018). This documentary included peer interviews alongside her conversation with visual artist and Amherst College professor Sonya Clark.

This year’s Multicultural Theater Certificate recipients. Photo by Anna-Maria Goossens
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Graduate Program
This year was a quiet year for graduate recruiting — our admission cycle of 2 out of 3 years meant we were not
looking for students to join us. Instead, we focused on settling in the first-year students we admitted last year. With
their addition, our graduate cohort includes members in all five areas of study and is 14 strong.
These first-year students have already directed, designed, dramaturged and otherwise left their mark on our program, and we look forward to their work in the coming year on our mainstage and in independent settings. They
also contribute to the department through their assistantships, teaching classes, working with and mentoring undergraduates in the various shops in the department, running front of house operations, and much more.
The graduate program has six students entering their thesis year in Fall 2019. Five of the six students working on a
thesis are independent projects, separate from the season, while Vishnupad Barve’s mainstage directing work will
be his thesis project.
One of the emphases of the program is on building students’ collaborative skills, and to that end, the directing
students now take design classes to help them become more knowledgeable and effective communicators in collaboration with their design counterparts.
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People
In Memoriam:
Professor Emeritus Julian Olf
This winter, we were saddened to learn of the passing of Professor Emeritus Julian Olf.
In her message to our theater community, Chair
Gina Kaufmann wrote:
Professor Emeritus Julian Olf passed away in
early January. Julian came to the Department
of Theater in 1983 and retired in the spring
of 2009. In between, he gifted students, faculty and staff with his wealth of expertise as a
dramaturg, his creativity as a playwright and
screenwriter, and his vision as a director. He
was an exacting teacher and collaborator who
challenged everyone working on a production
with him to bring their best to the work, and he
inspired and mentored many students to their
own successes in theater and film. Our condolences go out to his family and friends, most especially to his wife Patricia and children Kimi, Tory, and Matt.
Although my time in the Department of Theater only overlapped Julian’s time for a year and a half, he impressed me with his passion for his work and for our department, his rigorous and inspiring teaching, and the
great kindnesses he showed to my son Niko, who was two years old then.
We received tributes from a number of students and former colleagues; several are excerpted below.
Alumna Lauryn Sasso ‘06G:
My most vivid memories of Julian are from classes - his tall frame dwarfing his chair as he reclined, arms
crossed, peering out from above his signature mustache. He seemed a bit intimidating when I began his text
analysis class my first semester at UMass Amherst, but as I got to know him I quickly learned nothing was
further from the truth.
Julian’s methods for breaking down a play were complex and his teaching was thorough and nuanced. His zeal
never flagged, and he brought as much thoughtfulness and dedication to his interactions with students as he
did to the subject matter itself. He paid assiduous attention to our work — his assessments of our progress were
always insightful, and his criticism always constructive, in the truest sense of that word. His feedback both
praised what was done well and suggested improvements - without tearing students down.
He took extraordinary delight in his students’ success —I can recall his sharply raucous laughter at particularly
pithy or well-crafted in-class observations — and his support continued after his students graduated, and long
after his own tenure at UMass ended.
Alumna Tanya Kane-Parry ‘01G
I am heart-broken and struggle to find words to honor and thank Julian Olf for his immense heart, guidance,
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intellectual and emotional support during my time in the MFA Directing program at UMASS/Amherst (19992001). During those two years of intense study and struggle, Julian was instrumental in helping me define and
develop my artistic voice, providing a critical counter-position where I could bounce-off ideas, questions and
explorations. Equally, Julian challenged me to dig deeper and specify my thoughts, intentions and choices.
Professor Emeritus Richard Trousdell:
Julian was a gifted teacher and academic leader who had an enormous impact on our Department and its students. He was the last “permanent” chair before we turned to a less unitary and more collegial style of rotating
leadership shared among existing faculty. We all had to learn that we “contain multitudes,” or should at least
be willing to try. Julian helped facilitate that change which has made the Department more diverse in outlook,
production, and curriculum. Many have contributed to those important developments, but Julian led the way,
often through difficult times.
Jennie Mead McMullin shared a funny photo she found of Julian during his production of Woyzeck, which she
stage managed for him.
We had a lot of fun during that show. He called me his Numero Uno. I enjoyed SM’ing for him.
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Faculty and Staff
This year, we bid Professor Julie Nelson a
happy retirement. Julie joined the department in 1990, and has been a mainstay of
our performance area ever since, teaching voice and movement classes, as well as
clowning. In recent years, in response to the
undergraduate students’ requests for career
preparation, she teamed up with fellow faculty member Chris Baker to teach exactly
that. Julie acted in a number of our productions, most recently in Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof, and served as vocal or dialogue coach
to numerous productions.
In other faculty updates:
Julie Nelson’s Career Prep teaching partner, teaching partner, Dramaturgy faculty Cat on a Hot Tin Roof was Julie Nelson’s last performance in a
member Chris Baker, and as well as Judyie mainstage production as a faculty member of the Department
Al-Bilali ‘00G, who teaches performance of Theater. Photo by Jon Crispin.
and theater for social change, successfully
completed the tenure process. Congratulations to both faculty members, who have already made their mark on the
department through their teaching, research, and creative work.
Professor Milan Dragicevich took a company of UMass students and alumni to the JoakimInterfest in Kragujevac,
Serbia to perform his work, Refugee, which was inspired by his Serbian mother’s time as a refugee in Egypt after
World War II.
We will be without our costume design faculty member, Yao Chen, in the fall as she takes maternity leave (Congratulations, Yao!), and look forward to welcoming Ciera Wells to work with our costume design students. Ciera
has worked in our department before in this capacity and we are excited to welcome her back!
Leaving us permanently is Martha Cuomo. Martha joined us several years ago as a part-time instructor in the
performance area, and quickly became an integral part of the department. The past two years, she has been full-time, teaching and
advising students, as well as embracing the community engagement and recruitment work.
We were pleased to be joined this year by Nia Ostrow Witherspoon
as our playwright in residence. In addition to teaching classes on
hip hop, feminism, and playwriting, she advised students during
their work on the Five College Word! festival, which UMass hosted at the New Africa House space this spring. Nia graduated from
Smith College and came to our attention during a 2017 residency
event featuring women theater artists of color.

WAM Theatre‘s Talya Kingston. Photo

Coming up, we have appointed a new playwright in residence who courtesy of Talya Kingston.
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will join us to teach and advise on Play Lab. Prince Duren will join us in spring 2020. Prince, an award-winning
playwright, holds a BA from Jackson State University and an MFA from the University of Arkansas. He was most
recently Theater Director at Jackson State.
Next year, several faculty members will be on sabbatical. We will be joined by a handful of alumni to teach and
advise on productions in their absence: dramaturg Finn LeFevre will be part of the Theater 100 team, and alumna Talya Kingston, who works with WAM Theatre in the Berkshires, will serve as dramaturgy advisor on spring
productions, as well as teaching. Meanwhile, Michelle Hendrick will teach in the performance area, as will Risher
Reddick, who is affiliated with Shakespeare & Co.
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Guest Artists and Instructors
A multiplicity of perspectives is helpful for students eager to learn about theater-making. In addition to our faculty
and staff, the Department of Theater offers students the opportunity to work with artists, scholars and technicians
in the field. Some are alumni who “pay it forward,” teaching and mentoring students who are now in the same position they once were. Others are professional contacts known to us and come from a variety of sources. These are
the guests who joined us in the 2018-2019 school year, some of them in person, others via the wonders of modern
technology such as Skype.
Paul Adolphsen ‘15G, Literary Manager at Oregon Shakespeare Festival: Q&A Skype session with Dramaturgy
Workshop
Rachel Alderman, Artistic Associate, Hartford Stage Company: Career Prep Guest Artist
Josefina Baez, New York-based Dominican writer and performance artist: Skype interview with Multicultural
Theater Practice students
Toby Bercovici ‘12G, Director and Founder of Real Live Theatre: Masterclass in Intimacy Choreography
Gregory Boover, professional actor with Shakespeare & Company: Joined the
cast of Wild Thing in El Paso in April.
Margaret Boyle, scholar in Spanish Theatre, Bowdoin College: Guest for a symposium on Wild Thing and its historical context
Jane Bunnett and Maqueque, international, all-women, improvised jazz ensemble: Skype interview with Multicultural Theater Practice students
Dustin Chinn, playwright (Snowflakes): Guest at opening night, dinner with
creative team
Olivia D’Ambrosio, Producing Artistic Director, Bridge Repertory Theater, Boston: Career Prep guest speaker
Scholar Margaret Boyle spoke

Ben Emerson, Sound Designer: Guest Artist for Sound Design 1 and Music Pro- about Wild Thing. Photo courduction/Recording Class
tesy of Margaret Boyle

Michael Faulkner and Michael Perez from The Complete Works of Shakespeare, Abridged: Guest speakers, Career
Prep
Courtney Flores, California-based, Latina costume designer: Skype interview with Multicultural Theater Practice
students
James Glavan, head of the Costume Technology Program at University of Texas-Austin, wrote the updated edition
of Richard Corson’s Stage Makeup: Guest at Community Meeting, led a stage makeup workshop
David Hanbury ‘83, performer and creator of Mrs. Smith – Led a Community Meeting presentation and gave a
Mrs Smith performance
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Terry Jenoure, jazz musician, poet, and director of Augusta Savage Gallery: Guest lecture on Black Theater in Theater 331: Modern Black Theater
Talya Kingston, Associate Artistic Director, WAM Theater, Lenox MA Alum: Career Prep guest artist
Karl Knapp, cellist: Guest artist playing period music for Wild Thing
Karen Kohlhaas, actress with Atlantic Acting School: Career Prep guest artist
Maggie Lacey, actress: Career Prep guest artist
Finn Lefevre ‘17G, dramaturg and instructor - Guest lecturer for Theater 100 and dramaturgy advisor on Wild
Thing
Suzanne LoManto, director of RiverCulture in Turners Falls: Guest speaker in Public Relations Class
Michelle Memran, filmmaker, The Rest I Make Up: Guest Lecturer, symposium about playwright Maria Irene
Fornes and the film The Rest I Make Up
Alissa Mesibov ‘13, fundraiser for the ACLU: Spoke at Community Meeting about how her work in theater led to
her current career
Local storyteller and performer Onawumi Jean Moss, Ifa Bayeza, and Glenn Siegel: Attended a luncheon with the
students of Multicultural Theater Practice to discuss their projects
Akua Naru, hip hop artist: Guest artist in Hip Hop Feminisms
Devon Painter, artist: Guest lecturer in Costume Studio
Monica Palacios, Chicana writer, performer, and self-proclaimed hip chick : Skype interview with Multicultural
Theater Practice students
Athena Parella ‘18, Scenic Artist/Painter: Painter and guest instructor for Sweat scenic design construction
Liza Jessie Peterson, playwright and poet: Skype interview with Multicultural Theater Practice students
in partnership with the Latinx Cultural Center and the Magic Triangle Jazz Series
Will Power, Hip Hop theater pioneer, playwright, and poet: Skype interview with Multicultural Theater Practice
students
Isabel Rodes, Victoria Teijeiro, and Juan Hernando Vázquez, Spanish theater performers: Gave a guest workshop
in Theater 321 in conjunction with the presentation of Desde lo invisible
Regine Romain, photo-anthro-journalist, performer and educator: Guest lecturer in Brown Paper Studio
Eric Sawyer, composer, faculty member at Amherst College: Musical Director, Wild Thing
Glenn Siegel, local Jazz concert producer and radio DJ: Skype interview with Multicultural Theater Practice students
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Sheila Siragusa ‘00, ‘03G, director, actor, instructor: Guest lecturer in Directing
Brianna Sloane, theater artist and Director/Founder of Theater Truck: Guest lecturer in Career Prep
Shante Smalls, scholar, artist, and writer focusing on Black popular culture: Guest artist in Hip Hop Feminisms
course
Linnea Soderberg ‘17, professional freelance hair, wigs and makeup artist: Led a workshop on ventilation and the
art of hand making hairpieces (mustaches, beards, fronting wigs)
Diep Tran, senior editor of American Theatre magazine and host of Token Theatre Friends: Skype interview with
Multicultural Theater Practice students
Keisha Tucker ‘06, performer and stunt actor: Community Meeting career talk, lunchtime career talk
Cazayka Walker, host at Houe of Vogue at House of Yes: Guest artist in Hip Hop Feminisms course
Stephan Wangh, performer and Grotowski instructor: Guest lecturer in Movement class
Emma Weinstein, professional playwright: Playwright residency for Play Lab
Jenni Werner ‘00G, resident dramaturg at GEVA Theater Center (Rochester, NY): Guest speaker in MFA classes
Michael Wilson, theater director: Career Prep guest artist
Ryan Winkles, fight choreographer and performer: Fight choreography for Wild Thing and Sweat.
Fan Zhang, costume designer in New York: Guest
lecturer in Costume Studio

Ryan Winkles worked with our actors to create the sword
fights in Wild Thing. Photo by Anna-Maria Goossens
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Student Achievements
Each year, our students achieve recognition as scholars and artists, both within the department and from the wider
university and artistic community. We recognized the students who won awards and scholarships at a year-end
celebration, where we also honored the graduating undergraduates (no graduating MFA’s this year) and Multiculrual Theater Certificate Winners.
Here’s a recap of the recognitions bestowed at the event:
Dean Julie Hayes graciously stepped in for Stephen
Driscoll ‘73 to award the 2019 Stephen P. Driscoll
BADA Scholarship. This scholarship supports
a students who attends the Midsummer in Oxford program, run by the British American Drama Academy – or BADA. Each year this generous
award covers half the BADA fee plus airfare for a
qualified UMass student. This year’s recipient is
MarHadoo Jones, who has appeared in a number of
mainstage productions including last year’s Infants
of the Spring and most recently, Sweat.
The Frank Prentice Rand Scholarship in Drama
is given to undergraduate theater majors of exceptional scholarship and outstanding
achievement in the areas of Directing,
Producing, Playwriting, Dramaturgy. The
2019 Frank Prentice Rand Scholarship in
Drama recipients were Gabe CiFuentes,
Lucas La Guardia, Garrett Sager, and Afrikah Smith.
The Ed Golden Acting Scholarship Endowment was established by former students of Ed Golden, including Jeff Donocan, Rob Corddry, and Bill and Tamara
Pullman to honor his exemplary teaching career.
Students who receive the award are sophomores or
juniors who display exceptional acting talent. This
year’s recipients are Jacqui Dupre, who appeared
in Snowflakes and Sweat this year, Steve Folmar
(Snowflakes and last year’s The Lily’s Revenge),
and Catherine Newell, who played Gila in Wild
Thing.
The Susan M. and Larry G. Benedict Scholarship Endowment was
created to provide undergraduate scholarship support for students within the Department of Theater who are studying theater
design, production, and management. This year, we recognized
sound designer Alexander Blaustein, technician and lighting de29

MarHadoo Jones receives the Driscoll
Scholarship from Dean Hayes, Professor
Amy Altadonna recognizes the Rand Scholars, Professor Julie Nelson poses with the
Golden Award winners, three of the Benedict winners, and Martha Cuomo applauds
the Community Spirit winners. Photos by
Anna-Maria Goossens

signer Jordan Mitchell, scenic designer Sean Sanford, and costume designer Brennan Stefanik.
The Denise Lessard Wagner Community Spirit Award is named for retired Department of Theater secretary Denise Wagner, who exemplified beyond-the-call-of-duty spirit. Students who followed that example in the department were: Tyler DiBennedetto, Jessica Dimmock, Marhadoo Jones, Lucas La Guardia, and Afrikah Smith.

A busy year with lots of notable achievements for our students!
Congratulations, everyone! (Lucas La Guardia poses with the giant
puppet created by technical theater students in the spring.) Photo
by Anna-Maria Goossens
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Alumni Achievements
Our alumni are active.
Recent grad Sabrina Victor ‘18 served as Miss Black and Gold, a national title, for the past two years, acted professionally in Boston with Company One. Keisha Tucker ‘06 (whom we profiled last year) has been a stunt actor
in every Marvel movie since Black Panther (not to mention Jordan Peele’s Us). Alumni post photos of themselves
about to hit the stage in shows all over the world. TheatreTruck (aka Brianna Sloane and Elizabeth Pangburn, both
‘14G) are fixtures on the Pioneer Valley theater scene as well as activists and recently organized a Close The Camps
24-hour fundraiser festival. David Korins ‘99 racks up Emmy and Tony nominations like they’re going out of style.
We profiled several alumni who are doing interesting things with their training. The full story is on our News page
on our website; below are excerpts.

Jessica Greenberg ’12G brings her students to New York for a
professional theater experience
Soon after Jessica Greenberg graduated from UMass Theater with her MFA in Lighting Design, she found a position
at Weber State University in Utah. Despite being two-thirds of the way across the country from New York City, she has
also maintained a working relationship with artists there. It was only a matter of time before these various threads —
Utah and New York, teaching and working as an artist — came together in a project that gave Greenberg’s students
a unique opportunity: being part of an Off-Broadway co-production of a new theater piece, The Beyoncé, by the
Adjusted Realists. We wanted to know more about how this all came together, so Greenberg kindly offered to answer
some questions for us....
Question: Of course, we’re curious how this relates this all
back to UMass. Are there any experiences that you had at
UMass that inspired this idea, directly or indirectly?
Greenberg: I had the wonderful opportunity to study
lighting with Traci Klainer, Matthew Richards, Margo
Caddell, Michael Dubin, AND Penny Remsen in my
time there. Each one of them is a remarkable educator, and I learned different valuable lessons from each
of them. Traci took us graduate students on lots of field
trips to NYC, to tour spaces, meet professionals, to learn
about different career paths that a lighting education
could inspire. I absolutely loved those trips, and each one
broadened my knowledge in a different way. Matt and
Traci both invited me to assist them on different productions, from Hartford Stage to Barrington Stage Company
to off-broadway productions. Traci also connected me Jessica Greenberg ‘12G. Photo courtesy of Jessica
with an assistant opportunity with Tony award winning Greenberg
designer Peter Kaczorowski. I learned invaluable lessons
from working as an assistant. The idea of combining the benefit of an out-of-the-classroom field trip learning experience with the chance to assist professionals is for sure inspired by my experiences at UMass.
Also, as I mentioned earlier—getting to connect with the UMass network of professional alumni has been amazing. There’s a long list of great artists and technicians out there that have gone through this program.
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Question: As a designer and as a teacher, are there lessons that you learned at UMass that you’ve carried forward?
Greenberg: I owe everything to the education I received at UMass! I’d have to write a whole article to answer this
question. There are too many things! Let’s see... One of my favorite quotes from Penny— after a very long couple of
tech days, I was feeling a bit tired and cranky. Penny gave me one of those steely Penny looks (you know what I’m
talking about) and said, “Look, girly- you’ve got to have fun doing what we do. Otherwise what’s the point? You
could be making a hell of a lot more money being miserable somewhere else!” That stuck with me. She’s so right.
Getting to tell stories with light is a joy and a privilege, and we need to remember that even when we hit the bumps
in the road. It’s hard work, but worthwhile things aren’t easy. I strive to be joyous in our work and pass that lesson
on to my students.

Plot twist: Alissa Mesibov ‘13 finds her way from theater to fundraising for the ACLU
Sometimes UMass Theater students drift away from their roots once
they’ve graduated. Take Alissa Mesibov, for example: “You look at where
I started, studying dramaturgy, being a Shakespeare nerd, and here I am
now fundraising for civil rights. It’s a bit of a left turn.” But the transition
from Shakespeare to social justice did not come out of nowhere — in fact,
there’s more of a connection than it might seem at first....
Mesibov credits her time at UMass for her readiness to take on the world.
“The theater history and dramaturgy classes were so incredibly valuable,”
she said. She talked about how she was able to spend time in graduate
classes as an undergraduate dramaturg, which helped her figure out what
lay ahead. She also attributes her time at UMass for connecting her with
“Shakes and Co.” (the pet name for Shakespeare and Company), where she
later found employment. Tony Simotes, the company’s artistic director at
the time, was a guest director and teacher in the Department of Theater
and later hired her to work at Shakes & Co. She also thanks Public ReAlumna Alissa Mesibov spoke
lations Director Anna-Maria Goossens for taking her on as an intern to
about fundraising as a career. Photeach her about theater marketing.
to courtesy of Alissa Mesibov
Overall, Mesibov acknowledges everyone she worked with over her time at
UMass, crediting “all the different staff I worked with, because so many of them are working in the field, were able
to prepare me for what expectations were.”
As for why Mesibov chose to work at the ACLU, she says that Lynn Nottage’s Pulitzer Prize-winning play, Sweat,
was what began to turn her towards wanting to work with the organization. While she was working at The Public,
the theater mounted the New York City debut of Sweat to considerably acclaim. Seeing the play, Mesibov says,
helped her empathize with people of a different political leaning than herself. While they are sometimes portrayed
on the news as angry and hateful, “Sweat showed me people who had been really left behind and disenfranchised
in a very human way,” Mesibov said.
Following the 2016 presidential election, Mesibov felt hopeless, but determined to take control of her uncertainty
and start working to make things better, instead of spiraling while worrying for the future. A few months later,
she began work for the ACLU in donor services, and with two million donors funding her organization, Mesibov
found a place that made her feel like she was making a difference. She is a Donor Services Associate there, working
with donors at all levels.
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Nick Ortolani ‘10 uses theater to get laughs
Like many successful performers, Ortolani grew up with a love for theater. He loved watching actors, whether it
was live or on TV. “I was always quite the grandstander as a child,” he says. His parents quickly noticed his passion
and talent. “My parents pushed me towards theater and music at a young age,” says Ortolani, “I think because they
knew I had some kind of compulsion to perform.” He participated in theater, in and out of school, for much of his
childhood.
Ortolani loved theater, but comedy was his other passion. “I was probably the only nine year old you could meet
that loved The Marx Brothers, Woody Allen, Mystery Science Theater 3000, and Monty Python,” says Ortolani.
The Comedy Central channel was at its peak during his formative years, he says, and after school, he would spend
his time watching his favorite comedy specials. “I remember watching Denis Leary’s No Cure for Cancer and
thinking ‘wow, this guy gets paid to say whatever he wants,’” Ortolani says.
Still, Ortolani remained committed to theater throughout high school and college. At UMass Theater, he performed in mainstage shows including Pericles, Marta the Divine, The Reincarnation of Jaime Brown, and Caucasian
Chalk Circle, among others. ...
After college, the job market was bad, so Ortolani found himself working long hours at a summer camp and a
warehouse. “My whole life changed around those circumstances,” Ortolani says. Because most of his friends and
girlfriend at the time still lived in Amherst, Ortolani commuted two hours to his social life every Friday.
Between the work hours and the commute, he had no time for theater. After doing theater for the majority of his
whole life, it was a huge loss. “When you’re accustomed to having a certain amount of creative outlet, having it
taken away from you is maddening,” he says.
Eventually, Ortolani transitioned to a job with more reasonable hours, yet he was still unable to commit to a rigid
rehearsal schedule. “I decided to get serious about stand up, which I had done a handful of times,” Ortolani says.
The training he received at UMass came in handy. Ortolani credits UMass Theater for his reputation for taking big
risks on stage. “I think if I hadn’t done UMass Theater, I would have become a flatter comic,” he says, “I’ve always
been theatrical, but at UMass, I learned that big risks are usually good risks.”

Jamie Maletz ’11 writes musicals — and her destiny
Jamie Maletz ’11 has been writing musicals since she was 17, but it took her a while to work up the nerve to pursue
it as a career. Nevertheless, several years after leaving UMass, Maletz decided it was now or never. Now, she has a
master’s in musical theater, a brand-new musical, and an upcoming night of performances to showcase her own
work and that of other rising musical creators.
“I loved the theater department at UMass, and I was lucky enough to be helped by some of the resources, but I was
actually not a theater major! … My major was probably about 80 percent theater courses, with a little bit of creative
writing, music and education mixed in,” Maletz explained.
Her first full production of a musical, for which she found grant funding and assembled a production team and
cast, was in Studio 204, which was the Theater venue for independent student work at that time. The musical, Cupidity, “is about a divorce lawyer who is forced to be Cupid as a punishment from Aphrodite for breaking up a pair
of soulmates,” she explained. Her musical Oh the Humanity was also excerpted as part of a new works celebration
in 204.
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After graduating, Maletz relocated to Arizona, where she taught at a public high school for four years. “Theater
and choir, shockingly,” she joked.
In her free time, she worked on “trying to bring her shows to life.” She loved working with high schoolers, but she
guest-taught a few workshops at the college level in playwriting, produced her musicals at local colleges, and participated in Q&As there, and those led her to the next phase of her life. “We would present, and it would feel very
much like being in a college setting and then afterwards I would think, ‘Man it could be like this all the time if I
was teaching at the college level!’” she said. “If I all I was missing to teach at the college level was a master’s degree,
then maybe it would be worth it to go back to school for that. And then when I found the program that I ended up
doing I was like, ‘Maybe I could do even more than that, maybe I could even chase my full-on, 100% dream that I
thought I’d never do.’”
Maletz noted the cliché that if you do what you love it doesn’t feel like work. “I don’t really believe in that cliché
because it does feel like work — but it feels good! I would be working so hard, but then I would be like, ‘but look
at this badass thing that I’m making!’” she said.

Toby Vera Bercovici ‘11G finds a better way to bring intimacy to
the stage
Most directors nowadays wouldn’t stage a fight without checking in with a fight choreographer, a professional
charged with making conflict look exciting while keeping actors safe. So why would a director stage a sex scene —
another fraught interaction — without making sure someone was helping actors look convincingly in the moment
while staying safe?
The answer to this question is a new field, called intimacy directing, and UMass Theater MFA directing alumna
Toby Vera Bercovici ‘11G is among those entering it. Intimacy directing is a natural outgrowth of what interests
Bercovici as a director.
“I started doing this before I knew what to call it,” she said, explaining that she has always been drawn to projects
that allow her to investigate the human spirit and “plumb the depths of human relationships.” (At UMass, she
directed The House of Bernarda Alba, Night on the Galactic Railroad, and Spring Awakening: A Sin of Omission
for our mainstage.) Her work with actors has long included exercises — many drawn from acting methods such
as Michael Chekov’s work, as well as dance or contact improvisation — that ask actors to consider the kinesthetic
history between people and how touch is affected by the relationships people have. A couple that’s been together
for decades would have a different vocabulary of touch than a pair who are just beginning a love affair. Even the
way people say a name can be influenced by the history between people, Bercovici noted.
It’s important, she said, to differentiate between the actor and the character. Bercovici also stresses consent, respecting an actor’s boundaries about what sorts of touch they welcome, and finding clarity about what’s being
asked of everyone in the room. And just as fight choreographers create a moment at the end of a rehearsal for
actors to exchange a friendly gesture (high-fives, hugs, etc.), so is it important to put closure on intimate moments
in a way that allows everyone to leave the moment safely in the rehearsal space.
Bercovici noted that there’s a difference between comfort and safety. “You’re striving for safety,” she said, but that
still allows for exploration of uncomfortable or difficult truths in one’s art. “You allow the messiness and discomfort in, within the safety of the container.”
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Community Engagement
We continue to work hard to make connections that will both take us outside our walls, and bring new people into
our space.
Our dramaturgs do some heavy lifting in this area. Every one of our performances includes an additional opportunity for our audiences to engage with theater, whether it’s by offering an enhanced booklet with materials to put a
production in context, or by moderating conversations on the hot-button issues raised in the play. Going forward,
our season opener in Fall 2019, Baltimore, will, we hope, prompt conversations about how to address racism in our
midst, with students leading moderated discussion with audience members at the conclusion of each performance.
Martha Cuomo partnered with Music and Dance to attend the Fall 2018 NACAC (National Association for College Admission Counseling) Performing & Visual Arts Fair in Boston to talk about our departments individually
and our collaboration in Musical Theater (which is a big selling point to many high school students interested in
theater).
The partnership we created last year with Upward Bound continues to flourish, with students from the program
again learning about theater during the summer.
We offered three student matinees this year.: Snowflakes, Wild Thing, and Sweat. Students enjoy our matinees (one
non-student guest sitting in the audience reported that students were quietly, but vocally, reacting to the twists and
turns of the plot in Wild Thing, completely swept up in the story).
We’ve also found that our matinees don’t just reach local middle and high school classes: The Hadley Council of
Aging has sent a half-dozen members to every matinee since 2018’s Infants of the Spring, and the attendees give
among the most enthusiastic responses to our productions.
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Grants, Professional Development and
Scholarship Awards
This year, students and faculty secured nearly $65,000 in grants and other funds to support their work. The Department receives an operating budget from the University but students and faculty frequently undertake projects that
cannot be supported through the operating budget. In those cases, they turn to outside funding sources to raise
money, seeking funds from a list of grants compiled by general manager Willow Cohen, their own sleuthing of
potential grants and donations, and various crowdfunding platforms. In the following pages, you can see a breakdown of the funds our faculty, staff, and students successfully applied for.
Not included in these lists yet is the generous support of the Office of Equity and Inclusion and Student Affairs and
Campus Life, which is offering comprehensive support of our production of Baltimore. That support began this
year with the funding of a series of low-key, low-tech performances of excerpts from the play, followed by conversations about the play, and will continue in Fall 2019 with a fully-mounted production, where the financial support
will cover items such as a projection designer, among other things.
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Grants and Fundraising
Faculty				Award 				Amount
Judyie Al-Bilali		
TEFD Flex Grant			
$500.00
Judyie Al-Bilali		
CHFA Faculty Research Grant
$12,518.00
Judyie Al-Bilali		
MSP RSF
			
$1,000.00
Judyie Al-Bilali		
Five Colleges Grant 		
$700.00
Amy Altadonna		
MSP RSF
			
$1,000.00
Chris Baker			
TEFD Flex Grant
		
$500.00
Chris Baker			MSP RSF
			$1,000.00
Yao Chen			MSP RSF
			$1,000.00
Michael Cottom		
CHFA Faculty Research Grant
$1,500.00
Michael Cottom		
CHFA Faculty Research Grant
$1,500.00
Michael Cottom		
TEFD Flex Grant
		
$500.00
Michael Cottom		
MSP RSF
			
$1,000.00
Martha Cuomo		
TEFD Flex Grant
		
$500.00
Martha Cuomo		
MSP RSF
			
$1,000.00
Milan Dragicevich		
CHFA Faculty Research Grant
$2,000.00
Milan Dragicevich		
TEFD Flex Grant
		
$500.00
Milan Dragicevich		
CHFA Faculty Research Grant
$1,250.00
Milan Dragicevich		
MSP RSF
			
$1,000.00
Harley Erdman		
TEFD Flex Grant
		
$500.00
Harley Erdman		
CHFA Faculty Research Grant
$1,028.00
Harley Erdman		
MSP RSF
			
$1,000.00
Anya Klepikov			
CHFA Faculty Research Grant
$3,000.00
Anya Klepikov			
TEFD Flex Grant
		
$500.00
Anya Klepikov			MSP RSF
			$1,000.00
Megan Lewis			
CHFA Prof Presentation Funds
$1,250.00
Megan Lewis			
TEFD Flex Grant
		
$500.00
Megan Lewis			MSP RSF
			$1,000.00
Julie Nelson			MSP RSF
			$1,000.00
Priscilla Page			MSP RSF
			$1,000.00
Priscilla Page			
UMass Presentation Funds
$650.00
Priscilla Page			
CHFA Prof Presentation Funds
$1,246.00
Priscilla Page			
Five College Mini Grant
$400.00
Priscilla Page			
TEFD Flex Grant
		
$500.00
Priscilla Page			
UMASS/Feinberg Innovation Grant $5,000.00
Priscilla Page			Transfers
			$100.00
Priscilla Page			
Support for film screening
$200.00
		 		TOTAL				$48,842.00
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Student 		Award				Project/Production/Description
Amount
Bryana Belling
Arts Council Grant		
Mrs. Smith in concert 			
$345.00
Alexander Blaustein Arts Council Grant		
Echo Chamber		 			$275.00
Erin Eggers		
Grant Travel Grant		
Internship at American Players Theatre
$200.00
Josh Glenn-Kayden Arts Council Grant		
Elective Affinities
			
$300.00
Gabriel Harrell
Grant Travel Grant		
Y No Habia Luz Theater Company
							in San Juan, P.R.
			$150.00
Emma Hollows
HFA Thesis grant		
MFA Thesis support 			
$500.00
Emma Hollows
UMASS Graduate
			School Thesis grant		MFA Thesis support 			$500.00
Emma Hollows
Grant Travel Grant		
National Arts Festival in
							
Grahamstown, SA, for MFA Thesis research $250.00
Sabine Jacques
Arts Council Grant		
So Far So Good…
							And Then A Fight Broke Out 			$950.00
Lucas La Guardia
Arts Council Grant		
Gira! - new work!
			
$650.00
Calypso Michelet
Grant Travel Grant		
Syracuse University for technical
							rehearsals for We Are Proud To Present
$300.00
Mikayla Reid		
Grant Travel Grant
National Arts Festival in
							Grahamstown, SA, for MFA Thesis research $200.00
Garrett Sager		
Arts Council Grant		
Queer and Now
			$1,935.00
Garrett Sager		
Honors Research Grant
Queer and Now
			
$900.00
Garrett Sager 		
Fundraiser			
Queer and Now
			$3,000.00
Sean Sanford		
Arts Council Grant		
Bare 					$1,000.00
Shaila Schmidt		
Arts Council Grant		
Irene Fornes Symposium
		
$850.00
Brennan Stefanik
Arts Council Grant		
Next To Normal
			$475.00
Brennan Stefanik
Fundraiser			
Next To Normal
			$2,645.00
			 				TOTAL					$15,425.00
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Facilities Updates and Plans
If you tried to access the Rand Theater after classes ended at UMass this spring, you quickly realized you were out
of luck: the theater was locked down while workers removed the old stage floor and replaced it with a new floor.
The floor will be inaugurated with our production of Baltimore. Below, photos of the process.
Construction hasn’t started yet on the Fourth Floor Arts Bridge, but we remain actively involved in planning the
space as the groundbreaking nears. We will have a sound and media space, costume shop, fabrication space, and
rehearsal/performance space.
And while it’s been completed for a while now, we remain grateful for the work done to create the performance
space at New Africa House, which has been a boon that allowed us to host events like the Word! Festival and the
excerpted low-tech production of Baltimore.
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The Department of Theater’s Rand Theater
was closed for the summer while workers installed a new stage. Photo at far right by Matthew Morin, others by Anna-Maria Goossens

Development
This year was a relatively quiet year for us on the Development front, compared to the previous two years, when we
announced the Stephen Driscoll Musical Theater Endowment and then the Ed Golden Acting Award.
That said, it was a year of continuing gratitude from our students and the entire department as we reaped the benefits of these and other awards. Time and time again, our students write thank you letters to our donors telling them
how the award not only in eased their way financially, but gave them a sign that their talents and hard work were
noticed and appreciated, and validated their decision to pursue their passion for theater. See the student awards
page for a full listing of the students who were the beneficiaries of our alumni-donors’ generosity this year. And
while it was not a musical, Wild Thing contained original musical compositions, work that was supported by the
Stephen Driscoll Musical Theater Fund.
We were grateful to those who helped make it possible to present our production of Wild Thing to attendees of
the Chamizal International “Siglo” Festival of Spanish Classical Theatre, in El Paso, Texas. Transporting an entire
production 2,400 miles was complicated and expensive, and it would not have been possible without the generous
support of a group of remarkable alumni: Gabrielle Capolupo ‘86, Rob Corddry ‘93, Jeffrey Donovan ‘91, Laura
Bailey ‘03, and Bill Pullman ‘80G.
When he agreed to support this event, Jeffrey recalled his own experiences taking a UMass Theater production on
the road and what a valuable experience it was in shaping his life as an artist. Thank you, Gabe, Rob, Jeffrey, Laura,
and Bill, for making this important opportunity possible for our students.
Excerpts from the letters by Ed Golden Acting Award recipients sum up some of the feelings shared by students:
From Jacqui Dupre:
As a fellow actor/creator, you above all people know how nice it feels to be recognized--both in
merit and monetarily--for the work we do. In this vein, I truly thank you for the establishment
and sponsorship of the Ed Golden Acting Scholarship, which I was fortunate enough to receive
this spring. It feels especially poignant coming from a performer that I admire, and I’m happy for
the opportunity to connect with--and thank—you personally.
I’ve known of you since Burn Notice (and especially enjoyed your role on Fargo), but here’s a
tidbit about me: I’m a nontraditional (read: older) UMass Amherst Theater student in my
mid-ish-thirties with my eye on graduate school, and this award is going straight into my
application fee fund for acting MFA programs. I had a career behind the camera for a few years
in the wardrobe department before being coerced into acting a few years ago, and now it’s all I
can think about doing (besides, you know, bucking the establishment and bringing down The
Man, or something of that nature). In any case, the award will both look pretty impressive on my
applications and help pay for said applications, so I really can’t thank you enough for your
generous donation.
From Steve Folmar:
Thank you for your kindness in establishing the Ed Golden Acting Scholarship Endowment. I feel honored to receive it and to be recognized for my outstanding commitment to the art of acting. This means
a great deal to me as I have worked extremely hard for more than a third of my life to be the best performer I can be. When I first started doing theatre I felt that I was failing in every other aspect of my life;
theatre and performance became the only thing that gave me the hope to survive and is still my driving
force today. As someone who has struggled with intense low self-worth and imposter syndrome, being
recognized by the UMass Theater Department for excellence in acting and receiving this award means
the world to me. I know that my thirteen-year-old self wouldn’t have ever imagined that his dreams of
becoming a formidable actor would come true.

